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Abstract
An important problem is that of finding a quadric surface which
gives a “best” fit to m given data points. There are many application
areas, for example metrology, computer graphics, pattern recognition,
and in particular quadric surfaces are often to be found in manufactured parts. There are many criteria which can be used for fitting, but
one of the simplest is so-called algebraic fitting, which exploits the fact
that an expression for the curve can be given which is affine in the free
parameters. Here we examine a general class of such algebraic fitting
problems, consider how the members of the class can be interpreted in
terms of the errors in the data, and present simple algorithms which
apply to all of the problems.

1

Introduction

Quadric surfaces arise frequently in many application areas, for example
metrology, computer graphics, and pattern recognition. In particular, such
surfaces are often found in the composition of manufactured parts, and the
approximation of discrete data by quadrics (and conic sections) has attracted
considerable attention (see, for example, [4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17]). A particular
quadric can be defined by a vector of parameters a ∈ Rn , and if data points
xi ∈ R3 , i = 1, . . . , m, are generated, then the problem is that of identifying
the particular vector a which gives a best fit to these data.
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Consider a point on the curve or surface defined by a and satisfying the
scalar equation
f (a, x) = h(x)T a − 1 = 0,
(1)
where
h(x)T a = xT Ax + bT x,

(2)

with A ∈ R3×3 a symmetric matrix, and b ∈ R3 . This formulation includes many shapes of interest, including spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids, cones,
paraboloids and hyperboloids. We also consider this definition to include conics, with appropriate changes to the dimensions. The vector a is formed from
the unknowns in A and b. For particular kinds of curve (for example circles
or spheres), alternative simpler forms of (2) may arise: the key thing is that
f remains an affine function. We will, in any event, assume that a ∈ Rn ,
where n is the appropriate number of parameters.
A common way of finding a is to interpret f (a, xi ) as an algebraic distance
for the point xi and to try to minimize these distances using the least squares
norm [4], [15]. However, a justification for the use of least squares is based
on certain assumptions about error patterns, and these assumptions may not
be satisfied. We consider here a more general class of problems, presented in
the context of arbitrary norms. The significance of these problems in terms
of the errors in the data is considered in the next section, and in Section 3
simple, but very general, algorithms are developed.
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Algebraic distances and error minimization

If all the points xi , i = 1, . . . , m were to lie on a particular surface, we would
be able to satisfy
h(xi )T a = 1, i = 1, . . . , m,
or
Ha = e,
where e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T . In general, this will not be possible because of
errors which are present in the components of H. Suppose, therefore, that we
attempt to satisfy this for minimum perturbation of H. Then an approximate
solution can be obtained through the solution of the problem
minimize kEk subject to e ∈ range (H + E),
2

(3)

for a suitable norm on E. Let the norm be a separable norm [7], defined by
the 2 vector norms k.kA on Rm and k.kB on Rn . Then this problem is solved
as follows (see [7] for details). Define
Z = [H : e] ∈ Rm×(n+1) .
Let v ∈ Rn+1 solve
minimize kZvkA subject to kv2 kB = 1,

(4)

where v2 contains the first n components of v. We will use this convention
elsewhere in the paper. Then E = −ZvwT solves (3), where w ∈ ∂kv2 kB ,
and where ∂ denotes the subdifferential. The corresponding vector a satisfying
(H + E)a = e
is given by scaling v so that
v=α

"

a
−1

#

.

(5)

This is always possible provided vn+1 6= 0, and this represents an existence
requirement. If the norm on E is the Frobenius norm, then both k.kA and
k.kB are least squares norms.
An alternative to (4) is given by replacing it by
minimize kZvkA subject to kvkB = 1,

(6)

which is always possible provided that the norm k.kB can be applied to v.
Again a is obtained by scaling as in (5). If both norms are least squares
norms, a solution to (6) is readily obtained by choosing v to be the right
singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular value of Z. Because of
the closed-form solution, this method is probably the most commonly used
approach to the problem; however it can lead to a highly biased estimate for
small surfaces with low curvature [17].
Note that the solution to (6) corresponds to the problem of minimising a
norm of the matrix [E : r], where
e + r ∈ range (H + E).

(7)

Therefore the essential difference between (4) and (6) is that the latter assumes that e as well as H is in error, and while this is clearly not so, the
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additional symmetry can make it rather easier to provide a solution vector a.
The use of (6) can also be interpreted as corresponding to the inclusion of an
additional variable in the definition of f , along with a different normalization
condition.
An important special case involves the use of the l1 norm, which is of
value if the data contain wild points. Then a natural form which reflects the
fact that these wild points also impact on Z is to solve
minimize kZvk1 subject to kvk∞ = 1.

(8)

This corresponds to the minimization of the norm
k[E : r]k =

X

|Eij | + krk1

i,j

subject to (7). Different normalization conditions can of course be used, for
example we could solve
minimize kZvk1 subject to kvk2 = 1,

(9)

or the modification to this based on (4), which corresponds to treating r as
zero.
If the errors in the data are relatively small, it may be appropriate to
use the l∞ norm in the objective function. So an appropriate version of (6)
would be
minimize kZvk∞ subject to kvk1 = 1,
(10)
which would correspond to the minimization of
k[E : r]k = max{max |Eij |, max |ri |},
ij

i

subject to (7). This may also be appropriate in assessing the acceptability
of a manufactured part.
Algorithms have been considered for some of these problems. For example
a projected gradient type of method is given in [7] which applies to (8), and
an algorithm for (9) is given in [11]. We show here how the method of [11]
can be generalized to (6) or (4). The main advantage of this approach is that
it is simple, only requiring a sequence of linear k.kA norm problems to be
solved. Therefore advantage can be taken of any software which is already
available for such problems.
4
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General algorithms

We consider first the solution of (6) for general norms. We have to start by
making clear what we mean by a solution. Indeed the problem is non-convex,
and in fact the best we can do is seek a stationary point, that is a point which
satisfies the usual first order necessary conditions for a solution [14]. This is
common in non-convex optimization.
Definition 1 We say that v is a stationary point of (6) if there exists
w ∈ ∂kZvkA , λ ∈ R and c ∈ ∂kvkB such that
Z T w + λc = 0.
We can use the following algorithm to find a stationary point.
Algorithm 1: An algorithm for (6)
1. Choose v(0) so that kv(0) kB = 1. Set t = 0.
2. Choose u(t) ∈ ∂kv(t) kB .
3. Find d(t) to solve
T

min kZdkA subject to u(t) d = 1.
4. Set
v(t+1) =

(11)

d(t)
.
kd(t) kB

5. Unless kZv(t) kA = kZv(t+1) kA to some tolerance, increase t by 1 and
return to 2.
Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 produces a sequence of vectors {v(t) } with kv(t) kB =
1 such that
kZv(t+1) kA ≤ kZv(t) kA .
Proof
kZd(t) kA
kd(t) kB
kZv(t) kA
≤
kd(t) kB
≤ kZv(t) kA

kZv(t+1) kA =

5

since
T

u(t) v(t) = kv(t) kB = 1,
and
T

kd(t) kB ≥ u(t) d(t) = 1.

Theorem 2 If, in Algorithm 1,
kZv(t) kA = kZv(t+1) kA ,

(12)

then v(t) is a stationary point of (6).
Proof If (12) holds, then from the proof of Theorem 1, v(t) solves (11), and
so there exists w ∈ ∂kZv(t) kA , λ ∈ R such that
Z T w + λu(t) = 0.

(13)

Since u(t) ∈ ∂kv(t) kB , it follows that the stationary point conditions, with
v = v(t) , are implied by (13). In other words (12) implies that v(t) is a
stationary point of (6).
The work in Algorithm 1 is in the solution of (11). However, this can
readily be solved as a linear k.kA norm problem by eliminating the constraint.
This can obviously be done in different ways and we consider here a method
based on the following. Dropping the superscript (t), let Q be the (n + 1) ×
(n + 1) orthogonal matrix (in fact elementary Householder matrix)
(z − en+1 )(z − en+1 )T
Q=I−
,
1 − zn+1
where
z=

u
,
kuk2

so that
Qu = kuk2 en+1 ,
and let
ZQT = [A : − kuk2 b].
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(14)

Let a ∈ Rn be arbitrary and let
T

d=Q

"

a
1
kuk2

#

.

(15)

Then
kZdkA = k[A : − kuk2 b]QdkA = kAa − bkA
and also
uT d = 1.
Further if d satisfies uT d = 1, otherwise arbitrary, then from (14),
eTn+1 Qd =

1 T
1
u d=
.
kuk2
kuk2

It follows that (11) can be solved by solving the problem
min kAa − bkA ,
for a and then using (15).
Remark If ken+1 kB = 1, then en+1 ∈ ∂ken+1 kB and for the first iteration in
Algorithm 1 we can choose v(0) = u(0) = en+1 , and therefore Q = I in the
solution process for (11). So the first step is the solution of the problem
min kHa − ekA .
a

We consider next how this method can be modified to apply to (4). As
before we need to define a stationary point of that problem, as usual a point
satisfying first order necessary conditions for a solution. Recall the convention that the subscript 2 on a vector in Rn+1 denotes the vector formed by
the first n components.
Definition 2 We say that v is a stationary point of (4) if there exists
w ∈ ∂kZvkA , λ ∈ R and c2 ∈ ∂kv2 kB such that
T

Z w+λ

"

c2
0

#

= 0.

Algorithm 2: An algorithm for (4)
(0)
(0)
1. Choose v2 so that kv2 kB = 1. Set t = 0.
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(t)

(t)

2. Choose u2 ∈ ∂kv2 kB .
3. Find d(t) to solve
(t)T

min kZdkA subject to u2 d2 = 1.
4. Set
v(t+1) =

d(t)
(t)

kd2 kB

(16)

.

5. Unless kZv(t) kA = kZv(t+1) kA to some tolerance, increase t by 1 and
return to 2.
(t)

Theorem 3 Algorithm 2 produces a sequence of vectors {v(t) } with kv2 kB =
1 such that
kZv(t+1) kA ≤ kZv(t) kA .
Proof This is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and the details will be
omitted.
Theorem 4 If, in Algorithm 2,
kZv(t) kA = kZv(t+1) kA ,

(17)

then v(t) is a stationary point of (4).
Proof If (17) holds, then as before it follows that v(t) solves (16), and so
there exists w ∈ ∂kZv(t) kA , λ ∈ R such that
T

Z w+λ
(t)

"

(t)

u2
0

#

= 0.

(18)

(t)

Since u2 ∈ ∂kv2 kB , it follows that the stationary point conditions, with
v = v(t) , are implied by (18). In other words (17) implies that v(t) is a
stationary point of (4).
The problem (16) can be solved by suitable modification of the method
described before. Again, dropping the superscript (t), let Q2 be an elementary n × n Householder matrix such that
Q2 u2 = ku2 k2 en ,
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let
Q=

"

Q2 0
0 1

#

,

and define A1 , b, c by
ZQT = [A1 : − ku2 k2 b : c].
Let a1 ∈ Rn−1 be arbitrary, and let
d2 =

QT2

"

a1
1
ku2 k2

#

.

(19)

Then
kZdkA =
=
=
=

"

#

Q2 d2
k[A1 : − ku2 k2 b : c]
kA
dn+1
k[A1 : −ku2 k2 b]Q2 d2 + dn+1 ckA
k[A1 a1 − b] + dn+1 ckA
kAa − bkA ,

say, where
a=

"

a1
dn+1

#

∈ Rn ,

(20)

A = [A1 : c].
Further
uT2 d2

=

uT2 QT2

"

a1
1
ku2 k2

#

= 1.

Finally, if d is arbitary, except that dT2 u2 = 1, then
1
uT2 QT2 Q2 d2
eTn Q2 d2 =
ku2 k2
1
=
dT u2
ku2 k2 2
1
=
.
ku2 k2
It follows that (16) can be solved by
• finding a ∈ Rn to minimize kAa − bkA ,
• defining a1 ∈ Rn−1 and dn+1 from (20)
• defining d2 from (19).
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Concluding remarks

We have considered a general class of methods for fitting quadrics to data
based on minimizing algebraic distances. Simple algorithms can be used
based on the solution of a sequence of linear minimum norm problems. These
generalise a method given in [11] for the case when k.kA is the l1 norm.
The methods can be used to provide the final fitted quadric. The number
of iterations will depend on the norms and also on how accurate a solution is
needed. For k.kA a polyhedral norm, convergence to a stationary point can
usually be obtained in a finite number of steps.
The methods can also be used to provide starting points for other fitting
methods. In this case, it may not be appropriate to accurately solve (6) or
(4), and so just one or two iterations of the algorithms given here may be
sufficient. A frequently used criterion to judge goodness of fit is the sum of
squares of orthogonal distances from the data points to the surface, see for
example [2], [3], [5], [9], [13]. However, other criteria, for example the l1 and
the l∞ norms of the vector of orthogonal distances, are of value when the
data contain wild points, or when accept/reject decisions are required [1],
[6], [16]. When a norm other than least squares is used here, then it may be
more appropriate to use a procedure for obtaining an initial approximation
which involves the same norm. Therefore there is value in having available
a wide range of criteria for giving starting points, and the main purpose of
this paper has been to make a contribution to that.
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